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M. Amy Carlin to Present at Northeastern University
School of Law’s Women in the Law Conference

Morgan, Brown & Joy Partner M. Amy Carlin will present at the Northeastern University School of Law’s
(NUSL) Women in the Law Annual Conference, May 17, 2019 in Boston, MA. She will serve as a
panelist for, “#MeToo in the Workplace,” which will discuss best practices in the post-#MeToo era
that will allow an organization to lead a conversation about sexual harassment in the workplace and
build a supportive environment.

Carlin represents clients in a wide range of employment-related matters, including discrimination and
retaliation claims, wage and other state and federal statutory actions and common law employment
torts. She conducts sexual harassment and discrimination prevention training for employees, as well
as trainings in best management practices and other employment topics.

NUSL’s Women in the Law Annual Conference provides career guidance and professional
development growth to female attorneys and other professionals at all stages of their careers and
brings together powerful decision makers from Boston and beyond. More than half of their graduates
are women, practicing in every conceivable setting — from private practice to public service, from the
bench to business — as well as a host of non-legal fields.

About Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP

Morgan, Brown & Joy is among the largest management-side employment law firms in New England,
representing a wide range of Fortune 100 corporations, educational and health care institutions and
small businesses across all sectors of the economy. The firm’s attorneys are known for anticipating
and finding solutions to the ever-expanding range of employment-related legal issues in order to
avoid the time and cost of litigation. When litigation becomes necessary, the firm aggressively
defends its clients and has a proven record of success.
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